PRESS CLIPPINGS – WEEK #14 (03/02 – 03/09)
TURKEY
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESSES
ICCI calls for focusing on tourism to improve economy (Daily Times)
UK fails to roll over Japan and Turkey trade deals for 'no deal' Brexit (The Express)
Turkey criticizes end to US preferential trade status (Seattle Times)
Rising amount of women in Turkish boardrooms (Hurriyet)
Analysis: Erdogan cannot ignore Trump’s trade wars (Asia Times)

•
•
•
•
•

SECURITY
Turkey, Russia starting patrols around Idlib (Hurriyet)
Germany tightens travel advice on Turkey (Hurriyet)
Turkey fights cyber-crimes with own capabilities (Hurriyet)
Ankara keeps eye on Assad with no plans to leave Syria (Ahval)
Turkey’s S-400 decision in 10 questions (Anadolu Agency)

•
•
•
•

POLITICAL INSTABILITY
Police attack feminist night march with pepper gas (Bianet)
Erdoğan says Women’s Day protestors disrespectful to Islam (Ahval)
Turkey arrested 30,000 since failed coup, says interior minister (Ahval)
Turkey’s Erdoğan tells opposition leader she might find herself in prison (Ahval)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GOVERNMENT
Turkish gov’t vows to support women entrepreneurs (Hurriyet)
Is Turkey’s government taking jobs from students who protest? (Ahval)
Analysis: Conservative debates in Turkey and Germany (Hurriyet)
Analysis: Opposition destined to lose nationalism debate with AKP ahead of polls
(Ahval)
ECONOMY
Why is Turkish inflation out of control? (Jam News)
Fear of Brexit disruption stalks Turkey-UK trade ties (Financial Times)
Analysis: Will Trump’s new trade measures affect the Turkish economy? (BBC)
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TUNISIA
•
•
•
•
•

BUSINESSES
Ghost workers sap Tunisia's phosphate wealth (Reuters Africa)
Tunisia starts to get past its tourism crisis behind (Reuters)
New Chairman of the supervisory board of Tunisian Amen Bank (ilBoursa)
Tunisian exports of olive oil fall 47% at the end of February (ilBoursa)
Analysis: Mobile Connectivity in Emerging Economies (Pew Research Center)

•

SECURITY
Tunisia’s mysterious poison letters spark concern of new terror tactic (The
National)

•
•
•
•
•
•

POLITICAL INSTABILITY
Change in Algeria may spur overdue overhaul of economy (The National and BBC)
Trouble ahead as Tunisia eyes elections in autumn (Euractiv)
Educational deficit and lack of awareness (La Presse)
Analysis: Access to water, unfair distribution (Inkyfada)
Analysis: A participatory approach to rural development groups (La Presse)
Analysis: From Fathers' Feminism to State Feminism (La Presse)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

GOVERNMENT
Tunisian health minister resigns over death of 11 newborns at public hospital
(Middle East Online and Global Times)
From past to present, al-Nahdah's journey in Tunisia (Daily Sabah)
Tunisia sets dates for autumn elections (Aljazeera and The National)
Mobile teams to get voters out for 2 big elections (Associated Press)
ECONOMY
Tunisia's GDP per capita is lowest among Arab Maghreb countries (Asharq AlAwsat)
These are the 7 most powerful African countries on earth right now (Business
Insider)
Trade deficit widens by 11% in February to nearly 2.5 billion dinars (ilBoursa)
The Tunis Stock Exchange ends the week in the red (ilBoursa)
Islamic bank WIFAK Bank reflects upon its first two successful years of operation
(ilBoursa)
Analysis: The key indicators of Tunisia’s economic crisis (ilBoursa)
Analysis: Less and less accessible to the middle class (La Presse)
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